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Indian Intellectual Property Jurisprudence
and Quasi Imperial Pressures
V.R. KRISHNA IYER

The Quit India Movement, launched by Mahatma Gandhi, was not confined to
political freedom of the country noTto the point at which India awoke to Freedom. On the
contrary, it has a perennial significance in the sense that the Indian people must
constantly resist economic imperialism from whichever part of the world it may come. In
this perspective, the Indian Legal System must defend the intellectual community, the
industrial community and the inventive genius of the scientific community against
invasionary pressures, even from 'America Incorporated' ala Super 301 of their Trade Law.
The finest span of India after Freedom dawns when its independent intellectual
initiative, in a creative coalition of law and life, resists foreign economic domination,
resents neo-imperial arm-twisting and rejects trade threats which hurt our dignity and selfreliance, but warmly negotiates a new synthesis of terms, legal and commercial, with
friendly nations and their corporate institutions, so that indigenous industry flourishes
alongside of Western technology and product imports are welcome on conditions of
mutual respect, not over-reaching exploitation, humanist norms, not profit for Trans- .
nationals at all costs, and based on a jurisprudence justly regulating intellectual property
rights, not a law of patents, trade marks and copy-right that surrenders Indian interests
under pressure to those mega-monopolists abroad who control the politics of power in
their countries. Swaraj, in its economic dimension, is at stake; the tryst of our Republic
with Indian humanity's destiny is the command, and social justice, married to industrial
nationalism, is the mariners'/compass. Our extant law of patents, carefully studied and
cautiously drafted, is fine-tuned to our people's needs, accords with human values and
respects the protective incentives and limited monopolies sufficient to harmonise Indian
urges and international expectations. We are aware that an indivisible international
economy and an integrated world intellectual property protection system bring out the
best potential of our planet's material resources. The wealth of nations, equitably spread,
will wipe out the poverty of nations. But the hunger for exploitation of trans-national
corporate empires defeats equity towards developing nations and comers, through a harsh
law of patents, all products markets, leaving the humbler peoples bankrupt for long. A
new world economic order which practices justice and preserves private incentive and
return for investments, is the desideratum. The discussions here must examine these
various facets of law and practice and evolve practical formula consistent with national
dignity, productive possibility and international opportunity for transfer of technology and
other ways of common enrichment.
We are a one-world community, but alas, the weaker nations, lagging in the race but
wanting to make a quantum leap to catch up, belong to Third-World. And within this
background of Third-World countries is a Fourth World of humans at the bottom layer,
substantial in number, for whom human rights have no relevance and Development is a
mock phrase which does violence even to their existence. This poignant perspective is
necessary, if we are to be sensitized to the sombre scenario of inhumanity inflicted on the
common masses of the soft states like India, which, with all their boasts and all their
hopes, bend before the corporate giants, succumb to the flood of propaganda and subtle
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bribery of the bureaucracy, and so brain-wash the elite in soc:ety that the high-tech. glitter
of the T.N.Cs become the opium of the people. When easy visa is thus gained into Third
World countries, our discriminatory national leadership must discover the danger of such
infiltration and seek to meet the challenge by laws and policies and popular resistance to
the surrender syndrome. In the pharmacopoea of multi-nationals, there are many drugs to
dope intellectuals into willing silence, and then, shedding healthy scepticism and
criticism, abet the operations of exploitation titans whose value system puts high profits
above human health and market conquest above national self-reliance. However, some, at
least some conscientious social action groups and patriotic N.G.Os stand up and ask
questions and revolt against the intellectual call-girls of the West-oriented establishment.
The National Working Group on Patent Laws belongs to that realistic band of authentic
intellectuals, experts and professionals with social concerns and national commitments
and a constituency of the common people. For them all knowledge, science and
technology are a blessing, no allergy to foreign entrants and trading, and open sesame to
appropriate strategies of development, provided the country's basic interests and social
justice are not fatally jeopardised. They campaign for creating awareness, awareness,
mobilising mass opinion and catalysing popular assertion with a view to moulding the
Administration's
policies on patents and allied matters and promote literacy about
potential perils from moves and manuvres exercised by some developed countries
controlled by incorporated private economic powers.
Parliamentary alertness and appreciation of the implications of the Paris Con-vention,
the Uruguay Round of GATT Negotiations and the American umbrage at us, with threats
of punitive action under Super 301, Special 301 and what not, need to be kindled at this
critical juncture. So too have we to inform judicial intelligence, since 'robed' wisdom,
unless expert information is fed into the forensic process, may be too innocent, even
infant, to grasp the grave impact on people's fundamental freedoms of the strategies and
stratagems and the wheeler-dealer tactics bf corporate trans-nationals and their local
collaborators. Paris Convention, GATT Negotiations and Super 301 are not their CUP of
tea. More than all is the great task of rousing the indifferent, indolent, ill-informed and
apathetic, yet mentally alive, morally awake and democratically discriminating people of
india. They are the sovereign, once bestirred and educated. The National Working Group
apparently hopes to influence and inform them on what may seem dim, distant, abstruse
and expert, although they are the victims of wrong Government decisions. I, for one, join
the National Group's vigilant and vigorous project outlined in one of the Resolutions of
the National Conference of Scientists, held last December, which urges that lithe
Government of India should make an unequivocal policy statement that there will not be
any change in the law and policy relating to Patents and Intellectual Property and this
position would be maintained in GATT and other National, International and Bilateral for
a". The Resolution proceeds to express 'concern that GATT is being used as a vehicle for
imposing a new regime on Patents and Intellectual Property on the developing countries
and supports the stand taken by the Government that IPR does not form a part of the
GATT Negotiations. It urges the Government to maintain this position in future also.'
If Governments of Third World countries retreat from these strong strategies, nooimperialism by the backdoor may well be ourfate. Even as things now stand, the Third
World has been a happy hunting ground for TNCs. The Western pharmaceutical majors
have treated Indians as gullible victims of their fraudulent products, and they have dumped
on India drugs with novel brand names only to fleece the credulous. They pressurise the
policy-makers to liberalise entry of their products, discontinue manufacture of vital low-

profit drugs, aggressively push high-profit but non-essential formulations, daringly
promote drugs banned in the West as health hazards and fight price control which touches
their dizzy profit marginally. Manohar S. Kamath makes these points and I quote him:
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"For an industry which essentially supposed to cater to the health requirements

of the nation and never fails to trumpet its achievements in having produced drugs
that have raised the average life-expectancy of Indians from 33 years in 1947 to 52
years in 1985, it is surprising to see the drug majors concentrating solely on the
shameless pursuit of profits in the last five to six years. This, despite the Union
government enacting the Drug Price Control Order (DPCO) and revising the prices of
all drugs in 1979.
The DPCO has divided drugs and pharmaceutical products into fo~ categories
graded according to therapeutic importance, for a convenient pricing policy. Hence,
while category I consists of life-saving drugs, category IV consists of tonics,
vitamins, enzymes and restoratives. The permissible mark-up in prices over
manufacturing costs are 40 per cent, 55 per cent and 100 per cent respectively for the
first three categories, and it is unlimited in category IV. Weaned on staggering profits
that sometimes amounted to 500 per cent in the wake of controls during the past five
years several drug manufacturers, particularly the multi-nationals have shifted the
emphasis of their production and marketing strategies from category I to category IV
products, their much ballyhooed stake in public interest notwithstanding. The main
consideration has been the high margin of profit in the latter category in comparison
to the 'negI\gible' 40 peer cent returns in the manufacture and sale of life-saving
drugs."
'
"The well-honed marketing strategies adopted by the major drug manufacturers
accurately reflect their negligible interest in public health and this fact is sharply
highlighted in the list of Glaxo's best-selling prodl4cts. Six of the top ten grossers
consist of aggressively marketed calcium, vitamins, liver extracts and antacids, all of
which are highly profitable products to the company, but not essential drugs in any
sense. The remaining four spots are cornered by a corticosteroid mass-produced by the
company and hardsold in various forms like ointments, tablets, liquid preparation etc.
Corticosteroids are surfeit in India, and more importantly, their widespread use could
be dangerous as we shall see later."
Leprosy afflicts large numbers but the curative drug so badly needed gives poor profit
margin and the medicine costs Rs. 5 for a year's treatment and so limited production is the
reality. The Hathi Committee recommended nationalisation of the industry, the ICSSR
study proved the industry's indifference to public health if there is no money in it. The
multi-national moneyocracy is constantly asking the Central Government to opt for the
Paris Convention membership and thereby opt de facto against the People's Health
universal obligated under the Alma Ala Declaration. Rajiv wobbled without deciding.
Will V.P. Singh plainly say no and be done with it. No speculation which is a
stimulation for multi-nationals to try again.
What is the Paris convention all about? Dr. Rajiv Dhavan, with a flair for colourful
presentation, has, in a recent paper, put it !hus:
"The Paris Convention 1883 was part of a centuries old trend of the Western
nations to try to carve out areas of the world for exclusive exploitation. If the Bull of
Alexander IV divided the world into two (giving the East to Portugal and the West to
Spain) and various grants (like those to the East India Company) gave exclusive trade
rights to chosen national companies, the Paris Convention 1883 was an imperial
splitting up of the world markets to feed the expanding demands of an acquisitive
capitalism.
What the Paris Convention-amended

in 1900 (Brussels)

1934 (London), 1958 (Lisbon) and 1967 (Stockholm)-did

1925 (The Hague),

was to interpret :'industry
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and commerce proper but likewise to agricultural and extractive industries and to all
manufactured and natural products". (Article 1(3). National of signatory nations could
be the simple expedient of taking out a patent create an exclusive monopoly for the
product and/or the process by which it was made. All this without even committing
oneself to producing the product or using that process in the country for which that
market is claimed (Article 5 (non-forfeiture). A stake could be claimed to the markets
of the member nations by filing in anyone nation first (Article 4-right to priority),
and, all the rest within 12 months. And, to make sure that the less developed nations
did not keep rich and powerful foreigners out, equality of national treatment was
proclaimed (Article 2 and 3). What provisional, Guaranteed markets for a substantial
period of time in countries where the monopoly holder did not have to spend a paisa
manufacturing the product The grant of a patent was compulsory even, if sale
restrictions were imposed round the product (Article 4 quarter). A monopoly could
also be built round the product from a patented process (Article 5 quarter).
Compulsory licensing, if the patent was not used for three years, and revocation, two
years later, was possible unless the patentee could justify) his inaction for legitimate
reasons" (Article 5(4)). All this in the name of the poor inventor (Article 4 quarter)
whose creativity was-in virtually all cases-absorbed
or cheaply bought out by
mighty enterprises."
The Indian Constitution, with fundamental rights writ large in Part III, Directive
Principles with humanistic mandates specified in Part IV and Fundamental duties,
with meaningful obligations articulated in Part IV A, runs counter to the deleterious
implications of the Paris Convention and where the Constitutional clauses harmonise
with the Ayyangar Report and India's Patent Laws. Indeed, two retired Chief Justices
of India, Sri Hidayatullah and Sri Chandrachud, have given written opinions that the
accession to the Paris Convention will be unconstitutional. I respectfully agree with
them. The anatomy of our law of patents departs from the Paris provisions as Dr.
Dhavan briefly points out:
"And so, many exceptions are made. Patents dealing with atomic energy cannot
be granted and liable to be revoked (Sections 4 and 65; also Raytheon A.R. 1974
Cal. 336). Patents for food, medicine and drugs will last 7 years from the date of the
patent, as opposed to the usual 14 (Section 53). Such food, medicine and drugs along
with those for chemical processes shall be just process and not product patents
(Section 5). The import monopoly for products and exclusive use of processes can be
breached by government for its own use (Section 47). A patent may be revoked in the
public interest if "a patent or the mode in which it is exercised is mischievous to the
State or generally prejudicial to the public" (Section 66). Those who do not work
their patents in India for 3 years can be forced to grant compulsory licenses if the
reasonable requirements of the public
have not been satisfied or the
.
invention is not available to the public at a reasonable price (Section 84 and 85).
Certain patents dealing with food, drugs, medicine and chemical processes will be
automatically endorsed with "licenses of right" and are vulnerable to a form of
compulsory licensing straightaway (Section 86). Two years after a compulsory
licence has been granted, if the requirements of the public remain unsatisfied the
patent may be revoked (Section 89).
This scheme in the Indian Patents Act 1970 differs greatly from the Paris
Convention. Its purpose is to prevent monopolies, encourage manufacture in India,
provide specially for food, drugs, medicine and chemicals and give overriding
importance to the public interest. Yet, far from falling short of reasonable standards,
many feel that the Indian legislation does not go far enough in the elimination of
foreign monopolies and protecting the justifiable interest.
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"In India, only a process patent is given for food, drugs, medicine and chemical
pro 19 p. viii) and the
1967 Bill (see pro 18 and 25 p. vii) categorically refused to accept that a product
monopoly can be built out of a process patent in respect of products made from that
process. Shri Dandekar tried to introduce an amendment to make such a monopoly
possible on the floor of the Lok Sabha (44 LSD (4d) 95-8 (29 August, 1970); but
this move was decisively rejected by the Minister, Shri Dinesh Singh (ibid: col
102)."

processes. Both the Joint Committee on the 1965 Bill (see

For many reasons and from bitter experience one reaches the conclusion,that the Paris
Union is a monopoly of the industrial giants, forbidding potential competition from
home-grown 'intellectual property' and stifling innovative processes and life-giving
adventures through improved R&D bases. The UNCT AD report on the International
Patent System is a just verdict: "Since its inception the convention has grown
haphazardly-Neither
at the time of its adoption nor during its six subsequent revisions
has the protection of specific interests of developing countries found any reflection in it".
The Indian Patents Act, 1970, is good and must stay.
Finding the going tough may be, an alternative route to weakening our law on
patents is being pursued through aggressive initiatives on the GAIT front. The European,
American and Japanese industrialists have launched a move at the Uruguay Round of the
General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT). Supported by the Intellectual Property
Committee, (a coalition of 13 major U.S. Corporations) the Union of Industrial and
Employers Confederations of Europe and the Japan federation of Economic Organisation
(KEIDANRAN) an overhaul cf the law of Internatioflal Patent System has been proposed

to
"eliminate trade distortions caused by infringement of and other misappropriation
of intellectual property".
B.K. Keayla sums up the GAIT plot thus;
"FOREIGN INTEREST
A.

The foreign interests for the developed countries are using the forum of GAIT
negotiations
to pressurisc developing countries including India to make
substantive changes in their existing Patent Laws.

B.

The U.S.A. European and Japanese Business Communities contend that the
Intellectual Property Protection available in India and certain countries is
inadequate and also ineffective against infringements. Many of these countries in
their earlier stages of development either had none or weak patent legislation.

C.

They demand that patentability should cover, without discrimination,
industrially applicable products md processeS'.

any new

They want this right to be so provided that others are precluded from manufacture,
use or sale of the patented invention and patented process.
They also want:
20 years period for Patent Life.
Patent not to be revoked for non-working.
Where for justified legal, technical or commercial reasons patent is not worked
but importation is authorised, the requirements of working of patent should be
treated as satisfied.
Reversal of burden of proof should be provided for against infringements.
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In short, exclusive
products/processes. "

reservation

of markets

.

is being demanded

for patented

Alarming portents are in store for us if we yield. Vulnerability is no virtue.
The social essence, the humanist philosophy of our patents system now our 1970
Act is thus:
(a)

patents are granted to encourage inventions and to ensure that the inventions are
worked in India on a commercial scale and to the fullest extent that is reasonably
practicable without undue delay; and

(b) patents are granted not merely to enable patentees to enjoy a monopoly for the
importation of the patentee artick into the country.
The Indian Patents Act seeks to strike a reasonable balance between adequate and
effective protection of patents on the one hand and the developmental, technological and
public interest needs of the country on the other. The Act takes into account the specific
need., and conditions of the country: while affording protection for patents, it endeavours
to ensure that such protection does not affect either the public interest needs in critical
sectors of the economy or hinder the building up of domestic technological capacities.
Our industrial backwardness and inventive bashfulness is manifest in eloquent statistics.
Mr. A.V. Ganesan, a specialist on the subject gives some speaking figures and makes
some seminal observations:
"In this context, the gross asymmetry in patent ownership as between
industrialised and developing countries should nct be overlooked. Nearly, 99 per cent
of the 4 million odd patents in stock in the world are owned by the nationals or firms
of the industrialised countrie~; the nationals or firms of all developing countries put
together hardly own le~s than I per cent of the total world stock of patents. In the
case of India also, despite its growing technological capanilities, nearly three-fourths
of the patents granted numbering about 3000 per year belong to nationals or firms of
industrialised countries. For developing countries, therefore, it is particularly
important that patents are not granted by them merely to enable a patent owner to
enjoy a monopoly for the importation of the patented article into their countries or to
resort to restrictive and anti-competitive practices in the use and licensing of the
patents. The commercial working of the patents in the country on reasonable terms is
a matter of crucial importance to them.
However, the experience
following basic facts:

of the developing

countries

would establish

the

Firstly, patents are seldom commercially worked in developing countries, even
when it is techno-economically feasible to do so. Secondly, without the working of
the patent, there can hardly be any transfer or diffusion of technology and the
promotion of industrial activity in the host country. This is particularly true for
developing countries where a patent can seldom be operated without the associated
secrete know-how. Thirdly, the working of a patent generally leads to the saving of
scarce foreign exchange and the lowering of the price of the products, particularly in
areas like pharmaceuticals and agrochemicals. Lastly, without such working, patent
protection merely becomes a device for the reservation of the host country market by
the patent owner for'importation. Therefore, the working of a patent by the patent
owner in the host country should be regarded as a fundamental obligation on his p~rt.
In this regard, the law should make it unambiguous that the mere importation of a
patented product does not amount to its working in the patent granting country. The
mechanism of compulsory licensing is essential to remedy the failure of the patent
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owner to work the patent in the host country to a sufficient extent and on reasonable
terms."
Once we grasp these deleterious realities, the Commerce Ministry must categorically
repulse pressures at the Uruguay Round but reports are murky; and secrecy is dangerous
where the bureaucracy slants towards the U.S. and Rajivji himself was never above
suspicion about his High-tech. and U.S. leanings. Why should intellectual property rights
be brought into the GAIT discussion and why should India agree to it? Chakravarthy
Raghavan, in a special report on the Uruguay Round negotiations, is very critical of
Indian dubiety. The defence of Indian industrial development cannot be left to the
Secretaries to Government and even pro tern ministers. What affects all must be decided
after hearing all. A national debate, not secret negotiations, must now take place.
The U.S. Administration is in a hurry and its hubris pressurises india to obey and is
using its Trade Law to brand India an unfair trader the ulterior objective being to force
India redesign the Patent System to suit American interests. On March 12, 1987, at the
request of the United States Trade Representative at the direction of the President, and in
accordance with section 332(g) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1332(g)), the United
States International Trade Commission instituted investigation No. 332-245. Foreign
Protection of Intellectual Property Rights and the Effect on US Industry and Trade. The
Commission was asked to develop, to the extent possible, quantitative estimates of the
distortions in U.S. trade associated with deficiencies in the protection provided by foreign
countries to U.S. intellectual property rights, including trademarks, copyrights, patents,
trade secrets, semiconductor chip designs, and other types of intellectual property rights.
Triggered by the Report, American action, targetted towards our patent law, followed.
Already the U.S. enjoys a trade surplus vis a vis India because of generous hospitality for
imports from there. So the real aim is to strengthen American industrial monopoly in
India by re-writing our patent law. Ignoring Delhi's pl<lintive plea, the Bush
Administration has named India an unfair trader under Section 301 with threats of
sanctions if the intellectual property protection provisions were not made pliably more
satisfactory to the U.S. and the Indian nationalised insurance breached to give access to
American Insurance business. India has been put on the "Watch list" for good behaviour: .
The special correspondent of the 'Business Standard' reported on May 27,1989 what the
U.S. wanted:
"The following is what the U.S. expects from India under the Super 301 Special
301 provisions of the U.S. Omnibus Trade Act, 1988.
SPECIAL 301
(z)

Improved and adequate patent protection for all classes of inventions;

(iz) Elimination of discrimination against use of foreign trademarks;
(iiz)

Registration of service marks;

(iv)

Effective protection of well-known marks;

(v)

(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

Improved access and distribution for U.S. motion pictures;
Improved enforcement against piracy;
Conclusion of an intellectual property annexe to the bilateral science and
technology agreement; and
Constructive
participation
negotiations ..

in multilateral

intellectual

property

Accelerated action plans for resolving outstanding issues will be pursued with
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eight countries included in the "priority watch list" under Special 301 over the next
150 days. The status of each of these eight trading partners including India under
Special 301 will again be reviewed to later than November 1, taking into account the
extent to which the objectives of the accelerated action plans have been achieved.
SUPER 301: Under the Super 301, the U.S. would like to see changes in two
fields namely, trade-related investment measures and insurance market practices. The
U.S. trade representative has made the following comments regarding these fields:
Government approval is required for all new or expanded foreign investment in
India. Approval is conditioned upon a number of criteria including requirements for
foreign equity participation. Where approval is granted, the Indian government often
requires investors to use locally produced goods in the items they produce in India,
rather than allowing them to import the best quality and most cost-effective products.
Some investors are also required to meet export targets. Such "performance
requirements" burden foreign investors and result in significant trade distortions.
Private insurance companies are not permitted to sell insurance in India. The
State-owned General Insurance Company of India and its four subsidiaries have a
monopoly sales of general insurance, and the Life Insurance Corporation of india has
a monopoly on the sale of life insurance. Liberalisation of India's insurance market
would create significant market opportunities for U.S. insurance companies which are
competitive world-wide".

India is on the trade hit list because U.S. pressure on Indian economic sovereignty is
meeting with resistance. Swaraj is under siege. If India falls or negotiates a humiliating
cease-fire, the Third World, one after the other, will surrender. To be or not to be-that is
the question.
It is terrible but true that even Japan and Brazil have yielded to American threats and
have thus been pardoned off from retaliatory trade sanctions under the obnoxious Super
301 of the 1988 U.S. Trade Act. Super 301 and Special 301 are sinister missiles which
will subvert our swadeshi strength. The Uruguay Round is to conclude by December 30th
this year; and so, escalated blackmail to make India to the line must be expected. The
Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 has retaliatory teeth and pretectionist
claws. Since India has resisted access to American trade infiltration, greatly injurious to
our national economy, American anger is turned against us. The Indo-American Business
Conference and the Joint Commission meetings in Washington in April, (1990) did not
force our officials and businessmen to succumb to the U.S. tantrums:
"India has also made it clear at the GATT Negotiating Group on Trade-Related
Investment Matters (TRIM) that the mandate for the Uruguay Round negotiations
was confined to trade-restrictive and distorting effects of investment measures and that
it did not extend to the creation of an "international investment regime" under GATT
auspices.
However, in its latest draft to the negotiating group, USA has proposed an
investment code that would bar a host country from fixing the percentage of equity
holding, requiring transfer of certain technologies or securing commitment to export
a fixed quantity or value of production of the investing foreign firm. Irrespective of
the possible outcome of current negotiations in the most comprehensive round, the
United States holds India to be "out of step" with the major liberalisation measures
being taken by many countries around the world.
President Bush's statement on the subject has emphasised that multilateral
negotiations in GATT are "the most promising route for creating new opportunities
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for American industry and agriculture and strengthening the global trading system".
"We will move forward in the Uruguay Round and, as appropriate, under Section
301 to remove foreign barriers to American goods", he added. Carla Hills has since
clarified that while U.S. Administration would have to decide whether or not to take
retaliatory "action", all that was being done was to urge India to "cooperate" to make
the Uruguay Round successful".
[Mainstream dated 5-5-1990 p. 35]
Economic sovereignty is an inalienable insignia of Independence. Therefore, our
Constitution and the sovereignty of the people, as emphasized in the Preamble, are
inviolable even if President Bush seeks to bully us into surrender.
I do not advocate collision or oonfrontation with the U.S. or the West. That solves
no problems. International advocacy, at global level, explaining the difficulties of Third
World countries and building up better understanding at the U.N. and other councils and
exploring ways of convincing Western intellectuals, economists and enlightened business
interests that we bear no ill-will but mean to foster self-reliance is the course I suggest.
American public opinion itself must be told about our lot. Third World advance in trade
and indsutry and intellectual property is a contribution to the work, wealth and happiness
of humanity everywhere. We must win because our cause is just.
Law is what law does and the rule of law must run close to the rule of life. Therefore,
the Third World should defend its people, not let them down.

